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Chapter 
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anger, King Shaoyang shouted at Yue Feng, “Sir, don’t panic, we have come to save 
you.” 
When 
shouting this, King Shaoyang secretly rejoiced in his heart, fortunately it came in time, 
otherwise, the consequences would be unimaginable. 

At this time, Yue Feng, extremely weak, nodded when he heard King Shaoyang’s 
words. 

Call! 

At this time, Ying Kuang also reacted, and at that time, he looked angrily, and finally his 
gaze fell on Xiao Jue at the door of the hall: “You are not small, dare to treat Mr. like 
this.” 

“If any mistake sir, I will set foot here and make your heads fall to the ground.” 

I have to say that Ying Kuang is worthy of being an emperor, and his aura is powerful, 
but the voice is not loud at this time, but it spreads throughout the entire Heavenly Dao 
General Altar, and when the disciples present hear it, they all feel chills in their hearts. 

Boom…. 

Xiao Jue also couldn’t help but swallow his spit, staring at Ying Kuang at that time, and 
his heart was a little inexplicably apprehensive and shocked. 

Ma De, why did this little emperor and Shaoyang King come? 

And also brought an army of 100,000, I am afraid that it will be difficult to deal with it 
now. 

But soon, Xiao Jue calmed down, this is the place away from the main altar of the 
Heavenly Dao, his own, why are he afraid of a child who has not dried up? Moreover, 
although the other party is the Son of Heaven, the emperor has been captured by the 
rebels, and now it is like a bereaved dog…. 

Thinking of this, Xiao Jue took a deep breath and slowly stood up. 

In the next second, Xiao Jue first looked at King Shaoyang, and then at Ying Kuang, 
and said with a smile: “Your Majesty and Wang Ye, instead of recovering the lost land, 
they lead the army and go straight to the main altar of the Heavenly Dao…. It seems a 
little out of place. 



“Less nonsense!” 

As soon as the words fell, Ying Kuang shouted angrily: “Quickly release Mr. Yue Feng.” 
“ 

Huh! 

The corner of Xiao Jue’s mouth hooked a sinister smile, and said slowly: “This Yue 
Feng is trying to subvert our Heavenly Dao, and even find someone to fake Gu Qianqiu, 
how can I easily let him go?” 

Speaking of this, Xiao Jue’s eyes flashed with a hint of deep meaning, and continued: 
“Then again, I have always been away from the Heavenly Dao and your Dayan royal 
family, and the well water has always not violated the river water, and now for the sake 
of a Yue Feng, Your Majesty wants to tear his face, but have you thought about the 
consequences?” Although 

the tone was polite, there was a hint of threat. 

Speaking of which, it is not Xiao Jue, you must know that for thousands of years, the 
Heavenly Dao has always been the most mysterious and powerful cultivation sect in the 
Tianxin Continent, with disciples all over the world, enough to have hundreds of 
thousands of people. 

This force burst out, enough to shake the royal family, which is also Xiao Jue’s strength. 

Swish! 

At this moment, King Shaoyang was furious, and looked at Xiao Jue coldly: “You dare to 
threaten Your Majesty?” Ying 

Kuang’s face was also extremely gloomy, and he slowly took a step forward at that time, 
and said word by word to Xiao Jue: “Listen well, Mr. Yue Feng is my master, ranking the 
rank of emperor master.” 

“If you persecute the Emperor Master, you are against my Dayan Dynasty, how can I 
spare you?” 

When he first escaped from the imperial capital, he was guarded by Yue Feng all the 
way, and Ying Kuang had already regarded him as a master, but he had never said it 
personally, and at this time, seeing Xiao Jue so daring, he immediately did not hesitate 
and said the relationship between Yue Feng and himself. 

What the? 

Hearing this, Xiao Jue’s face changed, and he was immediately stunned. 



This Yue Feng…. It turned out to be the master of the little emperor, no wonder he 
rushed up with a large army. 

Wow! 

At the same time, the tens of thousands of disciples present were also in an uproar. 

“Emperor Master?” 

“This… This Yue Feng has such a high status in the royal family? 

“It’s over, if you start a war with the royal family, the future of the Heavenly Dao is 
worrying…” 

The surrounding disciples kept talking, and Yan Bingyu, who was standing behind Xiao 
Jue at this time, was also faintly trembling, looking at Yue Feng, unable to speak for a 
long time. 

This bastard turned out to be the little emperor’s master, which is really unexpected. 

At this moment, King Shaoyang was too lazy to talk nonsense, and said to Xiao Jue: 
“This king counts three times, does not release people, and bears the consequences.” “ 

Haha… 

Feeling King Shaoyang’s anger, Xiao Jue was stunned at first, and then looked up to 
the sky and laughed: “King Shaoyang, do you think the old man is scared?” Yue Feng 
committed a capital crime in the Heavenly Dao, do you say let it go? 
When 
he said this, Xiao Jue’s face was full of determination. 

He has just succeeded to the position of sect master, if he is instigated at this time, it 
will become a joke in the rivers and lakes, how will he see people in the future? 
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What an Arrogant Maniac. 

Seeing Xiao Jue’s arrogant face, King Shaoyang was furious, and immediately stopped 
talking nonsense and counted aloud. 

“I…” 

“II….” 



“Three!” 

As soon as the third word fell, King Shaoyang used his strength, rushed into the air, and 
shouted at the 100,000-strong army: “The whole army obeys the order, step on here, 
and rescue Mr. Yuefeng, there must be no mistake.” The 

majestic voice spread throughout the entire Zongtan Mountain Gate, and there was no 
doubt. 

“Kill!” 

After receiving the order, the 100,000-strong army, which was already eager to try, let 
out a heaven-shaking roar, and then pulled out their long knives one after another and 
rushed into the crowd of disciples of the Leaving Heavenly Dao. 

“Ahhh…” 

Most of these 100,000 troops, who had experienced hundreds of battles, suddenly 
broke out at this time, and many of the disciples of the Heavenly Dao could not react at 
all, let out a scream, and fell in a pool of blood. 

Marde! 

Seeing this scene, Xiao Jue’s face was extremely gloomy, this Shaoyang King is really 
hateful, he said that he would do it, thinking that I Xiao Jue was a bully. 

Soon, Xiao Jue reacted and shouted at the disciples present: “Don’t panic, everyone, 
quickly fight back.” Defend the way of heaven. 

Xiao Jue was very clever, and did not mention Yue Feng at this time, deliberately saying 
that he would protect the Heavenly Dao to boost morale. 

“Protect the Heavenly Dao!” 

“Kill…” 

The disciples who could be in the main altar were not generals, and when they heard 
Xiao Jue’s shout, they quickly reacted one by one, howled one after another, and began 
a counterattack. 

In the blink of an eye, the two sides fought fiercely together, the sound of fighting, 
weapons colliding, endlessly. 

At this moment, Yan Bingyu also shouted: “I have been thousands of years away from 
the Heavenly Dao inheritance, how can you say that I can destroy it?” When the words 



fell, Yan Bingyu pulled out his long sword, flew up delicately, and rushed into the 
battlefield. 

“Your Majesty!” 

King Shaoyang looked at the situation on the battlefield, and then said to Ying Kuang: 
“You stay here, I’ll save Mr.” “ 

Boom! 

When the words fell, the figure of King Shaoyang burst out and went straight to the 
execution platform. 

Ying Kuang answered, and then couldn’t help shouting: “Third brother, be careful!” 
“Although he is young, but his mind is mature, it can be seen at this time that although 
the number of people on this side is superior, the other party is the best in the rivers and 
lakes, especially that Xiao Jue, the strength is unfathomable. 

Hearing Ying Kuang’s shout, Shaoyang King nodded, and then accelerated his speed. 

“Huh!” 

Xiao Jue had been staring at King Shaoyang, and seeing that he wanted to save people 
at this time, he immediately sneered: “Want to save people under the eyes of the old 
man?” Is Wang Ye a little arrogant. 

“I heard that Wang Ye is also a wizard of cultivation, and today the old man will be quiet, 
how capable Wang Ye is.” 

Airplanes! 

When the last word fell, Xiao Jue burst out, like a bolt of lightning, directly stopped King 
Shaoyang in mid-air, raised his palm, and quickly shot towards King Shaoyang. 

This palm was like thunder, and King Shaoyang could not avoid it, so he had to meet it 
with one palm. 

Bang! 

In the next second, the palms of the two sides collided, and a roar erupted, and I saw 
Shaoyang King snort, and the whole person was shocked back by the volley, and his 
handsome face also turned pale. 

Although the strength of Shaoyang King is not weak, compared with Xiao Jue, it is not a 
level at all, after all, Xiao Jue was a famous existence in the rivers and lakes twenty 
years ago, and the background is not comparable to Shaoyang King at all. 



Hehe… 

Xiao Jue sneered, and there was a bit of contempt in his eyes: “It’s not good.” Hearing 

the mockery, King Shaoyang was furious, gritted his teeth at that time, and continued to 
rush forward. 

“Wang Ye, I’ll help you.” 

“And me..” 

At this moment, several generals shouted one after another, and their strength 
exploded, rushing into the air, and dealing with Xiao Jue with King Shaoyang. 

These generals were all carefully cultivated by King Shaoyang, and their strength was 
not weak, and at this time, with tacit understanding, Xiao Jue surrounded Xiao Jue in 
the blink of an eye. 

Xiao Jue’s strength is strong, but he also rushed out for a while. 

At this time, on the execution table. 

Seeing that the two sides were fighting, Yue Feng was also a little anxious in his heart, 
and once again urged the power of the Yuan God to try to force out the bone-piercing 
needle on his body. 

Poof…. 

After a while, the bone-piercing needle was quietly forced out by Yue Feng, but the 
sealed acupuncture channel had not yet rushed away. 

However, Yue Feng did not panic at all, and the bone-piercing needle was forced out, 
and he was already half successful. 
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At this time, Li Muchen next to him, looking at the fierce battle between the two sides in 
front of him, couldn’t help laughing, and said to Yue Feng: “Brother Yue Feng, I really 
didn’t expect you to hide deeply, but you are still an imperial master.” 
As 
he spoke, Li Muchen’s eyes were full of admiration. 



In the thousands of years of history of the Tianxin Continent, the emperor can 
personally come to the rescue, except for Yue Feng, I am afraid that I will not find a 
second person. 

At this time, Gu Qianqiu also showed a smile: “My Gu Qianqiu’s sworn brother, how can 
he be a general?” Saying 

that, Gu Qianqiu and Li Muchen looked at each other and laughed. 

I thought that I would definitely die, but even if I knew that the situation was turning 
around, who was changing this matter, it was difficult to hide the excitement in my heart. 

Call! 

At this time, Yue Feng took a deep breath and said with a smile: “Big Brother Gu, Senior 
Li, don’t praise me first, while they are fighting, let’s quickly rush out of the cave path.” 
Hearing 

this, Gu Qianqiu and Li Muchen nodded one after another, and then tried to break 
through the cave path. 

At this time, the battlefield around the execution platform, the fierce battle between the 
two sides, had reached a fever pitch. 

Although the elite disciples of the Heavenly Dao present were not weak one by one, the 
disparity in the number of the two sides was too great, and a full army of 100,000 fought 
against less than 20,000 disciples, which was almost a situation of five to one. 

Moreover, these soldiers have experienced hundreds of battles, and in less than a 
moment’s effort, they have formed a crushing trend, and many disciples have fought 
and retreated, and the formation is in chaos. 

Marde! 

Seeing this scene, Xiao Jue was shocked and angry, and immediately wanted to break 
out of the encirclement of Shaoyang King and several people, but the more anxious he 
was, the more difficult it was to break out of the encirclement. 

For a while, Xiao Ji was anxious. 

Is this his destiny? Destined to not be able to become the sect master of the Heavenly 
Dao? 

If it ends in a miserable defeat today, I will not be willing to die. 

Airplanes! 



Just when Xiao Jiao was resentful, suddenly, there was a powerful aura fluctuation from 
below the mountain. Immediately afterwards, a figure came like lightning. 

Yikes! 

Immediately afterwards, on the mountain road below, there was a sound of footsteps 
brushing in unison, listening to a lot of people, there should be hundreds of thousands 
of people. 

Oops! 

Seeing this, Xiao Jue’s face instantly turned pale. 

The other party still has a helping hand, and this is completely over. 

At this time, in Xiao Jue’s heart, he thought that these people under the mountain were 
still the army brought by King Shaoyang and Ying Kuang. 

Swish! 

At the same time, both sides of the fierce battle in the square also subconsciously 
looked in the direction of the mountain gate. 

Shaoyang King and Ying Kuang frowned secretly. 

How come there are still people coming? 

On the execution table, Yue Feng also subconsciously opened his eyes, saw the figure 
flying in mid-air, and his face suddenly changed, Nima, how could it be him? 

I saw that the person who flew first, at this time, quietly suspended in mid-air, with a tall 
figure, handsome and cold facial features, and a strong aura around his body, which 
was suffocating. 

It was Haotian. 

Hiss! 

At this moment, feeling the breath that permeated Haotian’s body, everyone present 
couldn’t help but gasp for air, and their hearts were secretly shocked. 

This person’s strength… So strong. 

Who is this person? 

Hahaha…. 



Just when everyone was in shock, there was a loud laugh from the mountain gate, and 
then he saw Ji Beiye leading the army and rushing up. 

Yes, Ji Beiye and Hao Tian originally went to attack Qingyun City, but when they were 
halfway there, they learned that King Shaoyang and Ying Kuang went to leave the 
Heavenly Dao to rescue Yue Feng, and at that time, Haotian decisively changed his 
route and went straight to the Heavenly Dao. 

“Hahaha…” 

At this time, when he arrived at the square, Ji Beiye looked around, and finally his eyes 
fell on King Shaoyang and Ying Kuang, and laughed proudly: “Little emperor, King 
Shaoyang, don’t come unharmed.” 
As 
he spoke, Ji Beiye’s mood was indescribably excited. 

If it is in Qingyun City, Ji Beiye is still a little jealous, after all, the geographical 
environment of Qingyun City is complicated, easy to defend and difficult to attack, but 
here, King Shaoyang and Ying Kuang have no danger to defend, and Ji Beiye’s 
hundreds of thousands of troops are completely crushed, how can he not be excited in 
his heart? 

Oops! 

Seeing this scene, Shaoyang King and Ying Kuang both changed their faces, and their 
faces were extremely solemn. They never expected that at this critical moment, Ji Beiye 
would lead an army to arrive. 

More importantly, the strength of this person suspended in mid-air was so terrifying, and 
none of the people present were his opponents. 
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Seeing that they didn’t speak, Ji Beiye looked up at Hao Tian and fawned: “Your 
Excellency, it seems that our intelligence is correct, the little emperor and Yue Feng are 
here, and today we just killed them all, haha.” With 

Hao Tian here, this Yue Feng will definitely die. 

And his own army of hundreds of thousands is even more easily crushing the little 
emperor, it can be said that today’s battle is not familiar with winning. As long as the 
little emperor dies, he can naturally become emperor. 



The thought that he would soon be able to become the emperor made Ji Beiye 
indescribably excited. 

Well! 

Haotian nodded, and then his gaze locked tightly on Yue Feng, and the corner of his 
mouth hooked a hint of mockery: “Yue Feng, you also have today?” At this time, Hao 
Tian, like Ji Beiye, was also extremely excited and excited, but he held his own identity 
and did not show it on his face. 

Hearing Hao Tian’s mockery, Yue Feng looked bitter and wanted to cry without tears. 

It’s over, it’s completely over. 

This….. 

Seeing this situation, Xiao Jue’s face was full of doubts, what is the situation? 

This later army of hundreds of thousands is not the people of the little emperor? 

Because he had been hidden for twenty years, Xiao absolutely knew nothing about the 
affairs of the court, so he didn’t know Ji Beiye at all. However, after observing at this 
time, it can also be seen that Ji Beiye is not the reinforcement of the little emperor. 

Call…. 

Realizing this, Xiao Jue secretly breathed a sigh of relief. Fortunately, there was a false 
alarm, otherwise, today would really be doomed. 

Thinking about it, Xiao Jue raised his dantian angrily and shouted at Ji Beiye: “This 
general, our enemies are the same, how about forming an alliance?” Speaking 

of which, Xiao is by no means far from being so low, but the current situation is 
complicated, so he has to be cautious. 

“Haha!” 

Ji Beiye laughed loudly, and readily agreed at that time: “Your Excellency is the new 
Sect Master of the Heavenly Dao, Your Excellency, right?” Your Excellency took the 
initiative to form an alliance, how could I refuse? Ji 

Beiye was preparing to become emperor, and it was the time to use people, and at this 
time, seeing that Xiao Jue took the initiative to form an alliance, he naturally couldn’t ask 
for it. 

Swish! 



Seeing this, Shaoyang King and Ying Kuang’s faces changed. 

They are in an alliance, and this is even worse. 

At the same time, Yue Feng was also secretly anxious, Nima, Ji Beiye and Xiao Jue 
joined forces, and Hao Tian was watching from the side, it seems that today is going to 
be miserable… 

Seeing that Ji Beiye agreed, Xiao Jue was very excited. 

“The whole army listens to orders.” 

This is, Ji Beiye is not talking nonsense, and howled loudly: “All the soldiers obey the 
order, fight side by side with the Heavenly Dao, destroy all the enemies in front of you, 
and leave no one behind.” 

“Obey!” 

Hearing the order, hundreds of thousands of troops responded in unison, and the 
momentum was shocking, and then they pulled out their long knives and rushed into the 
battlefield. 

At the same time, the disciples of the Heavenly Dao present also reacted one after 
another, quickly cooperating with Ji Beiye’s army, counterattacking from the inside, 
forming a pincer attack. 

The tide turned in an instant. 

“Ahhh 

Facing the traps of the enemies inside and outside, the soldiers under King Shaoyang 
screamed one after another and fell in a pool of blood. In the blink of an eye, there were 
nearly 1,000 casualties. 

Finished! 

Seeing this scene, Yue Feng was anxious. 

At this moment, Hao Tian, who was suspended in mid-air, his figure flashed and landed 
on the execution table, looking at Yue Feng condescendingly: “Yue Feng, the grudge 
between us should be completely settled.” 

At this moment, Gu Qianqiu and Li Muchen next to them were both furious, and they 
wanted to open their mouths to reprimand at that time, but under the suppression of 
Haotian’s terrifying aura, they couldn’t say a word. 



Call! 

Yue Feng took a deep breath and looked at Hao Tian and said, “You are right, we 
should end it completely, but the grudge between you and me is best not to involve 
others.” 
When 
he said this, Yue Feng’s mood was very complicated. 

Gu Qianqiu, Li Muchen, as well as Ying Kuang and Shaoyang King who were present 
were all their friends and best friends, if they died at the hands of Haotian because of 
themselves, then they would not be at ease for the rest of their lives. 

Hehe! 

Haotian smiled lightly, and his tone was very arrogant: “Yue Feng, you underestimate 
me too much, our grudges, I will not involve others, you can rest assured.” Hearing 

this, Yue Feng relaxed his heart. 

As long as Haotian does not interfere, King Shaoyang and Big Brother Gu still have a 
chance to turn the situation around. 

Buzz …. 

At this moment, there was another breath fluctuation under the mountain, and 
immediately after, dozens of figures quickly flew in, led by one, the figure was like a 
butterfly, beautiful and charming. 
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It was Li Suqiu of the Bright Moon Gate. 

Following Li Suqiu were several elders of the Bright Moon Gate, as well as dozens of 
elite disciples. 

At the beginning, Yue Feng and Haotian fought a decisive battle in Qizhou City, fell into 
the moat with serious injuries, and were finally saved by Li Suqiu, and later followed to 
the Mingyue Gate, and later, after Yue Feng explored the secret realm of sunflowers, he 
left. 

Since then, Li Suqiu has not been seen again. 

It’s her? 



Seeing Li Suqiu at this time, Yue Feng was suddenly stunned. 

I haven’t seen it for a while, this Li Suqiu is even more charming and sexy… 

It’s just that… Why did she come to leave the Heavenly Dao? 

At this time, Yue Feng did not know that after Li Suqiu became the sect master of the 
Mingyue Gate, he often saw refugees passing by under the mountain, so he decided to 
help the royal family and stop the war, and recently learned that Ji Beiye’s army 
appeared near the main altar of the Heavenly Dao, Li Suqiu immediately made a 
decision and brought the elders to investigate the situation. 

Little Emperor, King Shaoyang …. 

At this time, when he arrived at the square, Li Suqiu saw King Shaoyang and the Little 
Emperor at a glance, and his body trembled at that time, and his heart was very angry. 

This Ji Beiye is really hateful, and he actually wants to put the little emperor to death. 

Thinking about it, Li Suqiu shouted at King Shaoyang: “Mingyue Gate Li Suqiu, specially 
come to help His Majesty and Wang Ye.” At this time, Li Suqiu’s attention had been on 
Ying Kuang and Shaoyang King, and he had not yet seen Yue Feng on the execution 
platform. 

Bright Moon Gate? 

Hearing this, Shaoyang King and Ying Kuang looked at each other, and then nodded 
approvingly. 

Ha ha… 

Ji Beiye laughed out loud: “An unknown small sect also wants to save the car?” When 

the words fell, Xiao Jue was also full of cold arrogance: “A small bright moon gate, dare 
to intervene, today I tell you to go or not.” The last word fell, Xiao Juezhou’s strength 
exploded, and he struck towards King Shaoyang with a palm. 

King Shaoyang did not dare to be careless, quickly dodged, and then fought fiercely 
with the surrounding generals and Xiao Jue. 

“Wang Ye, we will help you.” 

Seeing this, Li Suqiu bit his lips, exhaled, and then suddenly rose and rushed towards 
Xiao Jue. 

Swish… 



At the same time, several elders also broke out in strength and, together with Li Suqiu, 
attacked Xiao Jue. 

Call! 

Seeing this, Yue Feng secretly breathed a sigh of relief, Li Suqiu came, and King 
Shaoyang and the Little Emperor also had a little more chance of victory. 

While thinking, Haotian said coldly: “Yue Feng, our grudge, let’s start to liquidate.” 
Saying that, Hao Tian grabbed Yue Feng, and his figure soared into the sky and flew 
towards the distant mountains. 

“Brother Yue Feng…” 

“Brother…” 

At this moment, Gu Qianqiu and Li Muchen next to them were shocked and couldn’t 
help shouting, but before their words fell, the figures of Yue Feng and Haotian had 
disappeared into the sky. 

At this time, high in the sky. 

Yue Feng’s cave road did not rush away, and was led by Haotian to fly all the way 
quickly, and he was indescribably apprehensive in his heart. 

A few minutes later, when he arrived at a mountain peak, Haotian landed and let go of 
his hand. 

Poof! 

Yue Feng fell directly to the ground, and he couldn’t help but ask at that time: “Haotian, 
what are you bringing me here for?” 

Hao Tian’s face was full of arrogance, and said lightly: “You are also the master of the 
Heavenly Emperor, if you are killed by me in front of so many people, it will be 
disrespectful, this place is good, suitable for your burial ground.” “ 

Uh…. 

Hearing this, Yue Feng couldn’t laugh or cry: “You have thought very carefully for me.” 

Haotian was too lazy to talk nonsense, and slowly raised his hand: “Yue Feng, if it 
weren’t for your several obstructions, this figure would already be a Heavenly Emperor, 
don’t say much, you go on your way.” Buzz 

! 



When the words fell, Hao Tianyuan’s divine power burst out, and he slapped a palm 
towards the top of Yue Feng’s head. 

Feeling the powerful aura that erupted around Hao Tian’s body, Yue Feng was full of 
despair, and in his mind, bits and pieces of his experience in the past few years also 
appeared, and then he thought of something, and quickly shouted: “Wait!” 

Haotian stopped moving and frowned, “How?” The tone was indifferent, and in his eyes 
at this time, Yue Feng was an ant that had been crushed to death at any time. 

Call! 

Yue Feng took a deep breath and said slowly, “Haotian, after you kill me, are you going 
to return to the God Domain?” 

“That’s nature!” 

“But you want to shatter the void and return to the God Domain from here, which is very 
consuming the power of the Yuan God, right.” 

Hearing this, Hao Tian’s eyes flickered, and he was already a little impatient: “What do 
you want to say?” 
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Yue Feng said seriously: “It’s not a secret, I explored a crystal palace under the lake 
before, and there is a teleportation array in it, which can be used with a little repair. 

“At that time, teleporting back to the God Domain will be easy.” 

Haotian was slightly moved: “Why are you telling me?” “Yue Feng is right, although he 
is a god king, it is very consuming the power of the Yuan God to break the void and 
return to the God Domain. 

Yue Feng’s eyes flickered, and he slowly said, “There is a dragon in that crystal palace, 
and I promised it to take it out of this Tianxin Continent.” Therefore, I need you to give 
me some time, let me repair the big array, and take the dragon away for me, when the 
time comes, the big array is repaired, and you can leave smoothly. 
When 
he said this, Yue Feng looked at Haotian seriously, his eyes full of expectation. 

Call! 



Seeing Yue Feng’s serious expression, Haotian groaned and frowned: “You are already 
in trouble with yourself, and you still care about the life or death of a dragon?” 
When he 
said this, Hao Tian looked indifferent, but secretly he was a little moved. 

If you can return to the God Domain safely without consuming the power of the Yuan 
God, it is naturally the best, just… Can you believe this Yue Feng’s words? 

Hehe… 

Yue Feng smiled bitterly and said slowly: “I, Yue Feng, have always spoken and 
counted, since I promised that dragon, even if it is difficult to protect yourself, I must 
work hard to do it.” 

Saying that, Yue Feng looked directly at Hao Tian: “If you are willing, let’s go to the 
Crystal Palace together, and when the teleportation array is repaired, you will kill me 
again.” 

“If you don’t think it’s necessary, do it now.” 

When the last word fell, Yue Feng simply closed his eyes, looking fearless to put life 
and death aside. 

Haotian pondered. 

“Good!” 

After more than ten seconds, Hao Tiancai nodded: “I’ll take that dragon away for you, 
but you’d better not play tricks.” 

Yue Feng couldn’t help but laugh: “What kind of character is the God King? If I want to 
play tricks, how can I hide it from your eyes? Besides, in my current state, even if I want 
to play tricks, I am powerless. Hearing 

this, Haotian no longer said anything, and after asking for directions, he left the top of 
the mountain with Yue Feng and rushed towards the direction of the Green Lake. 

……. 

At this moment, leave the side of the Heavenly Dao Altar. 

The battle is getting fiercer! 

Under the attack of Ji Beiye’s army and the disciples of the Heavenly Dao, the 100,000 
soldiers brought by King Shaoyang did not flinch one by one, gritting their teeth to 
support. 



But even so, there were still many soldiers who fell in pools of blood. 

In mid-air, Xiao Jue faced the siege of King Shaoyang and Li Suqiu, and it was 
dangerous. Before Li Suqiu arrived, Xiao Jue was already barely able to support under 
the siege of King Shaoyang and several of his generals. And now with Li Suqiu and a 
few elders of the Bright Moon Gate, it was even more difficult to resist. 

Bang! 

At this moment, an elder of the Bright Moon Gate found an opportunity to slap Xiao Jue 
on the back, and he heard a dull sound, Xiao Jue’s face turned pale, and the whole 
person was shocked back by a volley. 

Seeing this scene, King Shaoyang was overjoyed and couldn’t help but praise the elder: 
“Well fought.” 

Immediately, King Shaoyang said to Xiao Jue again: “If you do more unrighteousness, 
you will kill yourself, if you offend Your Excellency Yue Feng, and collude with the 
traitors, there will be no good end.” “ 

Yikes! 

Hearing this, Xiao Jue’s face was extremely ugly, and anger rose in his heart. 

In the next second, Xiao Jue said coldly: “I don’t know the height of the sky and the 
thickness of the earth, I think that if I practice these shallow exercises, I can defeat the 
old man?” How naïve. When 

the words fell, Xiao Jue pulled out the Wujin sword, and the power of his body 
completely burst out. 

“Ten thousand people return to nothing!” 

The cold four words came out of Xiao Jue’s mouth, and in an instant, the surrounding 
air suddenly distorted, and then one after another sword shadows condensed, forming a 
rain of swords in the sky, bursting towards everyone in Shaoyang King. 

Whoops…. 

The sword shadows in the sky tore through the sky, as if the end of the world. 

Seeing this, King Shaoyang was shocked and immediately shouted, “Everyone hide!” 
Shouting to see, King Shaoyang urged the figure and quickly retreated. 

At the same time, several generals, as well as several elders brought by Li Suqiu, also 
scattered and retreated. 



Li Suqiu, on the other hand, was suspended in mid-air, without the slightest intention of 
dodging. 

 


